Abstract. Let F: X -» Y be a C ' Fredholm map of index zero between two Banach spaces. Defining the singular set B = (x\F'(x) is not surjective), we study the local and global effect of B on the map F. In particular it is shown that if b 6 B is isolated in B, then, for dim X and dim Y > 3, F is a local homeomorphism at b. We then show that if B consists of discrete points, F is a global homeomorphism of X onto Y. A nonlinear partial differential equation is included as an illustration.
When one formulates nonlinear elliptic partial differential equations as maps F: X -* Y between Banach spaces we often encounter the class of C ' Fredholm maps of index zero [4] . An immediate question is the existence and uniqueness of solutions, i.e., when is F a global homeomorphism. If the singular set B = {;c|F'(.x) not surjective} is empty, then the inverse function theorem guarantees that F is a local homeomorphism. In 1934 Banach and Mazur [1] showed that if in addition F is proper (Definition 1), then F is a global homeomorphism. We can ask for an extension of this result when B is nonempty.
In §1 we establish some preliminary results and definitions, including a proof of the Banach-Mazur theorem for completeness. In §11 we study the effects of the singular set and prove generalizations of both the inverse function theorem and the Banach-Mazur Theorem when B ¥= 0 (Theorems 4 and 5). We end with a nonlinear partial differential equation illustrating our results. My thanks to M. S. Berger for his helpful suggestions.
I. Preliminaries. Let F: X ^> Y be a continuously differentiable map between two Banach spaces. We also suppose that F is a Fredholm map [4] .
The singular set B of F is defined as: B = {x\F'(x) is not surjective}. Its image S = F(B) is called the singular values. Since the noninvertible linear maps are closed in L(X, Y) (the space of linear maps of X into Y) then it follows from the continuity of the derivative map F' that B is a closed set.
Since the conditions of the inverse function theorem require that F'(x) be invertible, we can reformulate this by saying that F is a C ' Fredholm map of index = 0 and B = 0. Thus we shall also restrict ourselves to the class index F=0.
In order to globalize our results, we shall only consider what are called proper maps.
Definition L F: X-* Y is proper if whenever K c Y is compact then F ~ l(K) is compact in X.
In particular if y is a point, then F~x(y) is certainly compact. Also a proper map is a closed map for if C c X is closed and the sequence yn E F(C) converges toy, then F~l({y"} U y) is compact and so has a limit point x. By continuity F(x) = y.
Fundamental to our investigation is the notion of a covering space map. Thus our first question is to find conditions which insure that a map is a covering space map. This is answered by [3] :
Covering Space Theorem 1. Let U c X be a connected open set in a Banach space X. Then F: U -> F(U) is a covering space map between these two sets if (i) F is a local homeomorphism and (ii) F is proper.
Before we discuss the effects that the singular set has on the properties of a mapping we shall need to know what happens when there is no singular set, i.e., when B = 0. Locally the inverse function theorem tells us that the map is a local homeomorphism. The question is what happens globally. In this case the definitive result is the Banach-Mazur theorem [1] : Theorem 2. In order that F: X -» Y be a global homeomorphism of X onto Y it is necessary and sufficient that (i) F is a proper map and (ii) F is a local homeomorphism.
Proof. The necessity follows from the fact that a homeomorphism is proper since F ~ ' is continuous. The sufficiency follows, once we show that F maps X onto Y, from Theorem 1 with U = X and Lemma 1 observing that a Banach space Y is certainly connected and simply connected. However the ontoness of F is assured since (i) a proper map is in particular a closed map and (ii) a local homeomorphism is an open map. Thus F[X] is both open and closed and so must be all of Y by connectivity.
When F is continuously differentiable we can reformulate this theorem using the inverse function theorem. We next show that F is a proper map between X -F~X(S) and Y -S. This is enough because F will then be an open and closed map and so by the connectivity of Y -S, it will map X -F~X(S) onto 7-5.
We may then apply Theorem 1 to obtain the desired conclusion.
However F is proper onl-F~X(S), for if K c Y -S is compact then K is compact in Y. Thus F~X(K) is compact in X. However F~X(K) c X -F~X(S) and so it is compact in this set.
We observe that with F and S satisfying the conditions in the above theorem, then F maps X onto Y since the theorem shows it maps X -F~X(S) onto Y -S, and trivially, F~X(S) onto S. Thus if 5 is "thin" enough, the surjectivity of F is insured and the study of F reduces to its nice behavior as a covering map on A7-F~X(S) onto Y -S and its bad behavior on F~X(S) onto S. In the latter case however, F is still a proper map. With further assumptions, we can study F on this bad part. In fact we show that isolated singularities are removable in the following sense: Next we show that F: CN -F~x(p)^> 0N -p is a homeomorphism. This follows from Theorem 3 and Lemma 1 after we check their hypotheses. Firstly, F is a proper map by the above argument. It is also open since there are no singular points. Hence F is onto by the connectivity of 0N -p. Secondly CN -F~x(p) is connected. This follows in the case of infinite dimensional X [8] since F~x(p) n CN is compact and in the finite dimensional and thus separable case since F ~ \p) n CN is countable and compact. Finally if dim Y > 3, 0N -p is simply connected.
We finally show that F is 1-1 on CN and thus a homeomorphism by the invariance of domain theorem [6] . We shall show that The counterexamples F(x) = x2 in R' and F(z) = z2 in R2 illustrate the necessity of the restrictions on the dimensions of the spaces in Theorem 4.
In [6] it is shown that if F is a 1-1 proper Fredholm map with index = 0, then B is nowhere dense. We present a partial converse by applying Theorems 4 and 2. Proof. Since F is proper, 5= F(B) and F~X(S) are closed and the countable union of compact sets. By the infinite dimensionality of X and Y, X -F~X(S) is connected and Y -S is connected and simply connected [8] . By Theorem 3 and Lemma 1 F is a global diffeomorphism of X -F~X(S) onto Y -S. Let y E S. We look at F~x(y). Let b E F~x(y) n B. Suppose r E F~x(y) is a regular point. Then r and b are isolated from each other and can be enclosed in disjoint open sets O, and Ob. We choose Or so that F is a homeomorphism on it. Since F ~ X(S) is of the first category in X, we can find a sequence x" -> b and xnE X -F~X(S) n Ob. Since F(x") -+y, we can find points x" -> r and F(xn) = F(3c"), contradicting the univalence of F on X -F~X(S). Hence F~ X(S) contains no regular points, i.e., F~X(S) = B.
We remark again that Theorem 6 is purely infinite dimensional as proven. Thus the size of the space proves to be an advantage to us. I do not know if Theorem 6 is true in finite dimensions.
As an illustration of our results, let us look at the equation:
w Au + Xxu-u3=f(fEL2). u = 0 on the boundary of ß.
Here ß is a bounded domain in R^ and Xx is the smallest positive eigenvalue of A on ß. We reformulate (*) as a map F(u) on the Sobolev space Wx2 where (F(u), v)X2 = / Vu■ Vv -XxJuv + fu3v. In order to avoid excessive detail we assume N < 3 is chosen so that results involving the Sobolev imbedding theorems and regularity of solutions are justified. We refer the reader to [2] for a treatment of techniques and theorems used in the functional analytic approach to partial differential equations. On Wx2 F(u) has a derivative F'(u)v = At; + Xxv -u2v. Thus F'(u) is a selfadjoint elliptic operator and so F(u) is a Fredholm map of index zero. Also if F'(u)v = 0, then using the variational characterization of A,, we have 0 = (F'(u)v, v) = f\Vv\2 -Xxv2 + fu2v2 > 0 unless u = 0. In this case F'(0)v = 0 is the problem At> + Xxv = 0, v = 0 on the boundary of ß. Since this problem has nontrivial solutions we conclude that for F(u), the singular set B = {0}.
We now show F is proper. First the inverse image of a bounded set is bounded. To see this we prove the equivalent statement: ||F(w)||lj2 -» oo as ||k||i)2->oo. So suppose ||u||2>2 = \\Vu\\l + \\u\\l^> oo. If ||V«||^oo and ||u||^ < k, then using the fact that \\Vu\\l > c\\u\\\ we hae (F(u), u) = /|Vm|2 -Xxu2 + Ju4 > \\Vu\\l -Xxk. Thus for ||m||22 large enough, (F(u), w)/||w||2,2 > y>0. If \\u\\22^cc also, then (F(u), u) > \\Vu\\22 + (ß\\u\\22 -Xx)\\u\\22 (since L4 c L2). Thus if ||w||12 -^ oo, then (F(u), m)/||«||1>2 > e > 0.
Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we can conclude that ||F(«)||, 2 -> oo when ||w||1>2-> oo. So to show F is proper, let K c Wx2 be compact. By the above result F~X(K) is bounded. Thus if un is a sequence in F~X(K), then {«"} has a weakly convergent subsequence since Wx 2 is a Hilbert space. As F(un) lies in the compact set K, it has a convergent subsequence. Renumbering, we have w" -> u weakly and F(un) ->y strongly. However if N < 3, we can apply the Sobolev theorems governing compact imbeddings to conclude that un^>u strongly in L2 and L4. Thus since (F(u"), u") converges and since (F(un), un) = llvXIl! _ À1IKII2 + llMJlt tnen we conclude that ||Vwn||2 converges.
Thus we are in the situation where un converges weakly and 11 «" 111,2 converges in a Hilbert space. Thus h" -» m strongly, i.e., every sequence in F~X(K) has a convergent subsequence. Thus F is proper.
We now apply Theorem 5 to conclude that F is a global homeomorphism of WX2 onto itself, and so our problem (*) has, for every / E L2, a unique solution depending continuously on /.
A natural question to ask is for generalizations to Fredholm maps with index p > 0. However in this case the results are radically different. For example it can be shown that there is no equivalent statement of the Banach-Mazur Theorem 2a. In fact if F is a proper C ' Fredholm map with positive index, then B cannot be empty, i.e., such maps always have singularities. This result and a general investigation of the positive index case will appear in [7] .
